
Troubleshooting
D3G, D4G and D5G Track-Type Tractors Electrohydraulic

Using the Diagnostic Indicator to Determine Diagnostic Codes

Use the following tools in order to determine the diagnostic codes: Diagnostic Indicator and the ET.
Determine the diagnostic codes. Perform the procedure that corresponds to the diagnostic code.

The Quick Reference Table for the Operation of the Diagnostic Indicator

Operation Contact 1 (1) Contact 3 (1) Contact 5 (1)

The code is placed on hold. Open Open Open

Scroll through the active diagnostic codes. Ground (2) Open Open

Clear (3) the diagnostic codes Open Ground Open

Table 1

( 1 ) The contact is located in the connector for the harness code. Remove the harness code plug.
( 2 ) Remove the ground in order to stop scrolling. The diagnostic code will be placed on hold.
( 3 ) An active diagnostic code can not be cleared. The diagnostic code must be on hold in order to clear the diagnostic code.

Use the following procedure when a problem is detected:

When a diagnostic code is detected, the diagnostic indicator is illuminated. Determine the diagnostic code.
Use table 2 in order to find the correct component failure. The code is flashed on the diagnostic indicator.

Troubleshoot the diagnostic codes with the following procedures:
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Illustration 1 g00842166

Harness code connector for the D3G through D5G machines

To enter service mode, disconnect the machine identification plug from the harness code connector.
When the control module is in the service mode the control module's diagnostics are available in order
to assist with troubleshooting.

1.

A single diagnostic code is shown. The diagnostic code is on hold. Information is shown on the
diagnostic indicator by flashing the indicator ON and OFF. The flashes represent a three digit number.
A series of flashes represent the first digit. A one second pause follows the first digit. Another series
of flashes represents the second digit. A one second pause follows the second digit. Another series of
flashes represents the third digit. Count the number of flashes. The number of flashes determine each
digit. A three second pause separates each three digit number. Use table 2 in order to find the correct
CID.

2.

When you scroll through the diagnostic codes, the codes for all of the active diagnostic codes are
shown one at a time. Ground connector contact 1 in order to scroll through the active diagnostic codes.
Remove the ground from connector contact 1 in order to stop scrolling. The diagnostic code that is
shown is now on hold. A code of 222 indicates that diagnostic codes are NOT active or logged.

3.

Perform the procedure that corresponds to the diagnostic codes.4.

Clearing a diagnostic code removes the diagnostic code from the control module's memory. When a
problem is corrected, it is necessary to remove the diagnostic code from the memory of the control
module. The diagnostic code must be on hold in order to clear an inactive diagnostic code. The control
module does not allow active diagnostic codes to be cleared.

5.

Place the diagnostic code on hold.6.

The diagnostic code is on hold. Ground connector contact 3 in order to remove the logged diagnostic
code from the control module's memory. The diagnostic indicator is extinguished after the inactive
diagnostic code has been cleared. The diagnostic indicator is extinguished until you scroll through the
diagnostic codes. The control module does not allow active diagnostic codes to be cleared.

7.
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Repeat the procedure for any remaining diagnostic codes. Return to normal mode when you are
finished by replacing the machine identification plug. A diagnostic code of 222 indicates that
diagnostic codes are NOT active or logged.

8.

Conversion Table for the Diagnostic Codes

Codes Component Identifier Description

166 CID 0017 Fuel Shutoff Valve

124 CID 0041 Sensor Power Supply (8 DCV)

168 CID 0110 Engine Coolant Temp Sensor

222 None Not Active or Logged Diagnostic Codes

244 CID 0070 Rocker Switch (Parking Brake)

245 CID 0133 Solenoid Valve (Transmission Pilot Pressure)

246 CID 0153 Speed Sensor (Right Track)

251 CID 0154 Speed Sensor (Left Track)

411 CID 0168 Electrical System

141 CID 0190 Engine Speed Sensor

144 CID 0444 Magnetic Switch (Start Relay)

252 CID 0468 Position Sensor (Service Brake Pedal)

178 CID 0617 Relay (Intake Air Heater)

426 CID 0650 Harness Code

253 CID 0681 Solenoid Valve (Parking Brake)

434 CID 0817 ECM Internal Backup Battery

422 CID 1482 Sensor Power Supply (10 DCV)

254 CID 1693 Position Sensor (Deceleration Pedal)

255 CID 1699 Position Sensor (Forward/Neutral/Reverse)

256 CID 1700 Position Sensor (Steering)

261 CID 1701 Switch (Acceleration)

262 CID 1702 Switch (Deceleration)

263 CID 1703 Proportional Solenoid (Forward Left Drive Pump)

264 CID 1704 Proportional Solenoid (Reverse Left Drive Pump)

265 CID 1705 Proportional Solenoid (Forward Right Drive Pump)

Table 2
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271 CID 1706 Proportional Solenoid (Reverse Right Drive Pump)

272 CID 1707 Proportional Solenoid (Left Drive Motor)

273 CID 1708 Proportional Solenoid (Right Drive Motor)

435 CID 1960 Ignition Key Reader
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